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1. Introduction

It is estimated that around 20–30% of all schizophrenia patients are
antipsychotic treatment-resistant, providing an indication for treatment
with clozapine (Hasan et al., 2012). Of those treatedwith clozapine, 40–
70% may continue to have symptoms severe enough to warrant a de-
scription as clozapine-resistant schizophrenia (Chakos et al., 2001;
Kane et al., 1988; Lieberman et al., 1994; Siskind et al., 2017).

In a meta-analysis by Siskind et al. that included in total N = 2364
patients who fulfilled criteria for treatment-resistance that included a
6-week trial of at least one antipsychotic at a dose of 600mg/day chlor-
promazine equivalents, clozapine compared to other antipsychotics in
monotherapy was superior for positive symptoms, but not negative or
total symptoms (Siskind et al., 2016). Several second-generation anti-
psychotics (amisulpride, aripiprazole, clozapine, olanzapine, quetiapine,
ziprasidone) - but not first-generation antipsychotics - have been rec-
ommended for the treatment of primary negative symptoms, however
the evidence is inconsistent with more studies needed to confirm effi-
cacy (Hasan et al., 2012). For patients with partial or non-response to
clozapine, several pharmacological and non-pharmacological augmen-
tation strategies to alleviate positive or negative symptoms are
discussed in the literature. There is limited evidence for combining clo-
zapine with a second antipsychotic, with modest to absent benefit for
the patient (Barbui et al., 2009; Correll et al., 2017; Siskind et al.,
2018). For persisting negative symptoms, augmentation of clozapine
with an antidepressant has no significant beneficial effect (Siskind et
al., 2018; Veerman et al., 2014). There are a limited number of psycho-
therapy studies for people with clozapine-resistant schizophrenia, with
two studies of cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) showing no benefit
(de Paiva Barretto et al., 2009; Morrison et al., 2018).

Non-invasive neurostimulation for clozapine-resistant schizophre-
nia holds promise. Electroconvulsive therapy has been shown to be a
highly effective non-pharmacological augmentation strategy for posi-
tive symptoms in clozapine-resistance (Lally et al., 2016; Petrides et
al., 2015; Siskind et al., 2018). Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimula-
tion (rTMS) is a noninvasive brain stimulation technique using repeti-
tive application of magnetic pulses through the scalp (Arumugham et
al., 2016). For the reduction of negative symptoms in schizophrenia pa-
tients, high-frequency rTMS (10 Hz) of the left dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex (DLPFC) is the most frequent stimulation setting (Lefaucheur et
al., 2014). Ameta-analysis byAleman et al. that included 22 randomized
controlled trials (RCTs)with uni- or bilateral DLPFC stimulation showed
moderate effects of rTMS of the frontal cortex for improving negative
symptoms in schizophrenia (after correction for outliers: mean
weighted effect size 0.31 (95% CI: 0.12–0.50; k = 18, total N = 721)
with a stronger improvement for active rTMS stimulation as compared
to sham (Aleman et al., 2018). However, ourmulticenter rTMS RCT con-
ducted on 157 schizophrenia patients with predominant negative
symptoms could not establish a superiority of active rTMS compared
to sham rTMS applied to the left DLPFC (Wobrock et al., 2015).

Even though rTMS has not been studied for negative symptoms ex-
clusively in clozapine-refractory populations, rTMS-RCTs have included
patients receiving clozapine (Arumugham et al., 2016). In the RCT by
Barr et al.,five out of 25 patients (Barr et al., 2012), in the RCT by Fitzger-
ald et al. seven out of 20 patients (Fitzgerald et al., 2008) and in the RCT
by Schneider et al. 10 out of 51 patients (Schneider et al., 2008) were on
clozapine mono- or combination-therapy. However, no separate analy-
ses for those patients have been conducted.

Barr et al. investigated the efficacy of bilateral high-frequency rTMS
(20 Hz, right and left DLPFC at 90% RMT administered daily for total 20
sessions over 4 weeks) in the treatment of negative symptoms among
25 patients in schizophrenia (Barr et al., 2012). With the SANS and
PANSS scales as primary endpoints and controlling for depression via
the Calgary Depression Scale for Schizophrenia (CDSS), no significant
group or time differences were found in negative symptoms after rTMS
(Barr et al., 2012). In this study, five patients were on clozapine-
monotherapy (780 +/− 303.2 mg per day), with two randomized to
the active and three to the sham-treatment arm. In the RCT from
Fitzgerald et al. (2008) participants received high-frequency bilateral
rTMS or sham over 3 weeks. Twenty trains (5 s duration) of 10 Hz
rTMS at 110% of the RMT were administered to each PFC daily, 5 days a
week. No significant group or time differences in the Scale for the Assess-
ment of Negative Symptoms (SANS) scores were evident (Fitzgerald et
al., 2008). In the active treatment arm, four patients received clozapine
monotherapy and two patients received clozapine combined with an-
other second-generation antipsychotic. In the sham-treatment arm one
patient received clozapinemonotherapy. Due to the lownumber of cloza-
pine patients, no significancewas reported for clozapine-treatment active
vs. sham (Fitzgerald et al., 2008). In the RCT from Schneider et al. (2008)
three groups of 17 patients with schizophrenia were exposed to 20 treat-
ments of either placebo, 1 Hz (100 pulses per day 52,000 total) or 10 Hz
(1000 pulses per day 5 20,000 total) rTMS each at 110%motor threshold
over the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, while being maintained on
their second-generation antipsychotic. The primary outcome measure
(change in SANS scores) showed a statistically significant drop at weeks
2, 4 and 8 for the high frequency (10 Hz) group, but not for the 1 Hz or
placebo groups (Schneider et al., 2008). Ten patients were treated with
clozapine, however the number in each of the three treatment arms
was not specified (Schneider et al., 2008).

In the two RCTs of rTMS interventions specifically among clozapine
patients, the focuswas on refractory positive symptoms (auditory hallu-
cinations) rather than negative symptoms (de Jesus et al., 2011; Rosa et
al., 2007). The randomized sham-controlled trial from de Jesus et al. (de
Jesus et al., 2011) investigated the effects of active comparedwith sham
1-Hz rTMS over a course of 20 days applied to the left temporoparietal
cortex in schizophrenia patients (N = 17) with clozapine-resistant au-
ditory hallucinations (de Jesus et al., 2011). The primary endpoint was
the change in the 18-item Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS). A signif-
icant reduction in BPRS scores was found in the active group compared
to sham, but no significant difference in the auditory hallucinations rat-
ing scale (AHRS).

In the RCT by Rosa et al. (2007) patients with a schizophrenia diagno-
sis according to DSM-IV, treated with clozapine (N = 11) and still
experiencing auditory hallucinations were randomly assigned to receive
either active rTMS or sham stimulation using a double-masked, sham-
controlled, parallel design (Rosa et al., 2007). Repetitive TMS/sham-stim-
ulation was administered over a course of 10 days and the primary out-
come was the 7-item auditory hallucinations rating scale (AHRS) (Rosa
et al., 2007). The authors did not report a significant reduction in auditory
hallucinations. Among published meta-analyses of active vs sham rTMS
for positive or negative symptoms in schizophrenia, patients on clozapine
were not specifically investigated (Aleman et al., 2018; Blumberger et al.,
2010; Dlabac-de Lange et al., 2010; Freitas et al., 2009; He et al., 2017;
Otani et al., 2015; Prikryl and Kucerova, 2013; Shi et al., 2014).

Since adequate treatment options for patients on clozapine with
predominant negative symptoms are lacking in clinical practice, we un-
dertook secondary analyses of the Repetitive Transcranial Magnetic
Stimulation (rTMS) for the Treatment of Negative Symptoms in Schizo-
phrenia (RESIS) trial (Wobrock et al., 2015), the largest available rTMS
trial on the treatment of negative symptoms in schizophrenia, to re-ex-
amine the effects of add-on rTMS for patients with schizophrenia re-
ceiving clozapine. Since we consider the application of treatment-
resistance criteria crucial in CLZ augmentation studies, we present the
first rTMS publication that applies TRRIP criteria (Howes et al., 2017)
for treatment-resistant negative symptoms in schizophrenia patients.

2. Methods

2.1. Study subjects and intervention

As outlined elsewhere (Cordes et al., 2009; Hansbauer et al., 2018;
Wobrock et al., 2015), in the RESIS trial 197 patients with schizophrenia
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and predominant negative syndromewere screened between 2007 and
2011. For RESIS (Wobrock et al., 2015) the inclusion criteria were Inter-
national Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision, diagnosis of schizo-
phrenia confirmed by the MINI-interview, age 18–60 years, an illness
duration of at least 1 year, stable antipsychotic medication for at least
2 weeks, a PANSS negative subscale score N 20 points, and at least one
PANSS negative item ≥4 points. The TRRIP symptom criteria for treat-
ment-resistant negative symptoms (2 PANSS negative symptom items
≥4 points, or one PANSS negative item ≥6 points) (Howes et al., 2017)
were met by all our schizophrenia patients treated with clozapine at
pre-treatment conditions (i.e. either at screening or baseline).

In RESIS, from 175 patients that were enrolled and randomized 157
patients received either active (N= 76) or sham (N= 81) rTMS treat-
ment and at least one PANSS assessment prior to the rTMS intervention.
A multi-block 1:1 randomization with variable block length was per-
formed. The randomization was stratified for the study centers. It was
not possible to identify the groupby the patients (correct classifications:
56%) or by the blinded raters (correct classifications: 47%). For rTMS the
MagPro X100 stimulator (Medtronic A/S, Copenhagen,Denmark)with a
passively cooled figure-of-eight coil (Medtronic A/S) was used at all
centers. The EEG International 10–20 system (F3 electrode)was applied
in order to determine the stimulated target region (Herwig et al., 2001;
Herwig et al., 2003; Homan et al., 1987). The following stimulation pa-
rameters were used: 10 Hz, five treatment sessions/week for a 3-week
treatment period (from day 0 to day 21) with an intensity of 110% of
the individual resting motor threshold and 1000 stimuli (20 trains
with 50 stimuli per train, 30-s intertrain interval) (Wobrock et al.,
2015). Randomization to sham rTMS implied identical treatment for
the patients, but the stimulation coil was tilted over one wing at an
angle of 45 degrees (Lisanby et al., 2001; Wobrock et al., 2015). Advan-
tages and disadvantages of this procedure were discussed elsewhere
(Wobrock et al., 2015). The full study description of the RESIS trial (in-
cluding blinding integrity and randomization procedures) and the pri-
mary endpoint analysis are published elsewhere (Cordes et al., 2009;
Wobrock et al., 2015). The RESIS trial was registered at http://
clinicaltrials.gov/ with the number: NCT00783120. Based on previous
RESIS publications (Hansbauer et al., 2018; Wobrock et al., 2015), we
re-analyzed the data on patients treated with clozapine at the start of
the study. We identified 26 patients (12 active rTMS, 14 sham rTMS)
with pretreatment clozapine data in the Intention-to-treat population
and those patients were included in the here presented analyses. For
this secondary analysis,we focused on the change of the PANSS positive,
negative, general and total values over time.

2.2. Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS23 (IBM Inc.) at a sig-
nificance level of α = 0.05. A general linear mixed model (LMM) anal-
ysis was used for the intention-to-treat population, non-restrictively
assuming an unstructured covariance matrix (Krueger and Tian, 2004)
in line with previous RESIS publications (Hansbauer et al., 2018;
Wobrock et al., 2015). Group (active rTMS vs. sham rTMS) and the
three different centers were the between-subject factors and time (all
available visits pre rTMS vs. post rTMS) was the within-subject factor.
The analysis included all available PANSS data from screening to day
105 (screening, baseline, day 21, follow-up visits at day 28, day 45 and
day 105).

Demographic and clinical variables were compared between the
groups with Fisher's exact test (gender, employment, hand preference)
or with analysis of variance (ANOVA; dependent variables: age, educa-
tion, left resting motor threshold, PANSS negative symptom subscale,
PANSS positive symptom subscale, PANSS total scale, Global Assessment
of Functioning, Calgary Depression Scale for Schizophrenia). Between
group and the three centers the Freeman-Halton exact test for 2 × 3 ta-
bles was applied. As the concerning data was not normally distributed,
baseline CGI scores and Montgomery Asberg Depression Rating Scale
scores were both compared usingMann-Whitney U test and CPZ equiv-
alents were logarithmically transformed and then analyzed with an
ANOVA. Pearson correlations of PANSS and CDSS scales were applied
to evaluate the relationship of psychosis-related psychopathology and
depressive symptoms.

3. Results

The analyses presented here were performed on clozapine treated
patients prior to the start of the intervention in the intention-to-treat
(ITT) population, defined as all patients randomized to a treatment
group who started at least one treatment session (Wobrock et al.,
2015). Pretreatment characteristics at day 0 of both study groups are
displayed in Table 1. Apart from a significant difference in employment
and center distribution no significant differences in sociodemographic
or clinical characteristics were observed.

For the PANSS positive subscale, the linear mixed model revealed a
significant time effect (F(6, 13.2) = 4.3, p = 0.013) and a significant
time × group interaction (F(6, 11.8) = 6.4, p = 0.003) was found (see
Fig. 1 A). For the PANSS negative subscale, analyses showed a significant
time effect (F(6, 13.3)=15.2, p b 0.001) but not a significant time× group
interaction (F(6, 11.5)=1.4, p=0.301) (see Fig. 1 B). For the PANSS gen-
eral subscale a significant time effect (F(6, 15.7) = 23.9, p b 0.001) and a
significant time × group interaction (F(6, 14.4) = 16.8, p b 0.001) were
observed (see Fig. 1 C). Finally, for the PANSS total scale a significant
time effect (F(6, 13.1)=18.7, p b 0.001) and a significant time× group in-
teraction (F(6, 11.8) = 4.3, p = 0.015) were seen (see Fig. 1 D).

As a post hoc analysis at each visit between-group comparison was
performed only if time × group interactions were significant. From
these subsequent analyses no significant differences between the two
groups were found (PANSS positive subscale: all p ≥ 0.214, PANSS general
subscale: all p ≥ 0.215, PANSS total scale: all p ≥ 0.227).

Fig. 1 shows the course of the four PANSS variables from screening to
day 105 in the rTMS- and in the sham-group. For PANSSpositive, the de-
scriptive data indicates that in the active group the improvement was
more pronounced compared to the sham rTMS group. For PANSS gen-
eral and PANSS total, the descriptive data indicates a more substantial
improvement over time in the active group compared to the sham
rTMS group.

Depressive scores evaluated by CDSS (data available for days 0, 21,
28, 45 and 105) showed a trend towards an improvement over time
(F(4, 13.52) =2.889, p=0.063), but no significant time × group interac-
tion (F(4, 12.10) = 2.042, p = 0.152) indicating a slight improvement in
both groups with no significant differences between groups in the
amount of change. This is principally in line with the findings of the
full RESIS Sample showing a general improvement in depressive symp-
toms over time in both study groups (Wobrock et al., 2015).

Pearson correlations did not show a significant correlation between
PANSS negative scores and CDSS at day 0, day 21, day 28, day 45 andday
105 in both groups (active rTMS: all p ≥ 0.329; sham rTMS: all p ≥ 0.216).
However, for sham rTMS significant correlations between CDSS and
PANSS positive (day 21: r = 0.789, p = 0.004; day 28: r = 0.605, p =
0.048, day 45: r = 0.823, p = 0.003), PANSS general (day 21: r =
0.719, p = 0.013; day 45: r = 0.776, p = 0.008) and PANSS total (day
21: r = 0.687, p = 0.020) could be detected, whereas for the active
group no further correlations were revealed by our analyses (all p ≥
0.108). As in our sample no correlations between depressive and nega-
tive symptoms were detected, as only some significant correlations be-
tween CDSS and other PANSS subscales were detected in the sham
group and as CDSS data is not available prior day 0, no further analyses
were conducted.

During the entire study period, 2 active rTMS and 1 sham rTMS pa-
tients reported adverse events (AE) with one serious AE (hospitaliza-
tion due to deterioration in symptoms) that occurred in the active
rTMS group. Clozapine patients at baseline consisted of 12 patients in
the active and 14 patients in the sham group. Until the end of the

http://clinicaltrials.gov
http://clinicaltrials.gov


Table 1
Pretreatment characteristics (active vs. sham).

Active rTMS Sham rTMS Active vs. Sham

(N = 12) (N = 14)

p
Gender (male:female) 9:3 12:2 0.63a

Employment (employed:not employed) 4:8 0:14 0.033a

Center (GOE:D:R) 5:5:2 1:4:9 0.037b

Hand preference (right:not right) 11:1 11:2 1.00a

Mean SD Mean SD F df P
Age, yr 36.6 10.0 36.2 9.0 0.0 1, 24 0.92c

Education, yr 10.9 1.9 10.1 1.5 1.3 1, 23 0.27c

Left resting motor threshold 47.7 11.1 43.0 13.8 0.8 1, 21 0.39c

PANSS Negative symptomsd 24.6 4.2 27.2 3.7 2.8 1, 23 0.11c

PANSS Positive symptomsd 13.6 3.1 14.2 3.3 0.2 1, 23 0.66c

PANSS Totald 76.7 10.7 79.2 15.1 0.2 1, 23 0.64c

Clinical Global Impression score for severitye 4.7 0.8 4.9 0.8 Z=−0.7 1 0.52f

Global Assessment of Functioningg 53.5 9.2 51.7 8.7 0.2 1, 21 0.63c

Calgary Depression Scale for Schizophreniah 5.4 4.2 4.7 3.4 0.2 1, 22 0.67c

Montgomery Asberg Depression Rating Scalei 12.4 2.7 15.2 6.6 Z = −1.1 1 0.29f

F df p
Antipsychotic dose (chlorpromazine equivalents, day 0), mg/day 569 341 585 521 0.1 1, 23 0.81j

Clozapine dose (day 0) mg/day 291 159 304 191 0.0 1, 24 0.86j

Clozapine dose (day 21) mg/day 379 147 311 198 1.6 1, 19 0.23j

P
CLZ mono (yes:no) 1:11 0:14 0.46a

combined with AP (yes:no) 8:4 10:4 1.00a

combined with MS (yes:no) 3:9 2:12 0.63a

combined with AD (yes:no) 5:7 6:8 1.00a

rTMS= repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation, N= group size, SD= standard deviation, GOE=Göttingen, D=Düsseldorf, R= Regensburg, mg=milligram, AP= antipsychotic
medication, AD= antidepressive medication, MS = mood stabilizing medication.

a Comparison by Fisher's exact test
b Comparison by Freeman-Halton exact test for 2 × 3 tables.
c Results from analysis of variance.
d PANSS denotes the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale. Scores on the positive and negative symptom subscales of the PANSS range from 7 to 49, scores on the general symptom

subscale range from 16 to 112, each with higher scores denoting more severe illness.
e The Clinical Global Impression score for severity ranges from 1 (not mentally ill) to 7 (extremely ill).
f Results fromMann-Whitney U test.
g The Global Assessment of Functioning score ranges from 1 to 100, with higher scores indicating better functioning.
h The Calgary Depression Scale for Schizophrenia ranges from 0 to 27, with higher scores indicating more severe depression.
i The Montgomery Asberg Depression Rating Scale ranges from 0 to 60, with higher scores indicating more severe depression.
j Comparison on logarithmic transformed variable by analysis of variance.
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treatment phase 11 patients were available in each group. However,
until the end of study compared to baseline 5 verum patients and 7
sham patients dropped out (for more details see legend to Fig. 1).

4. Discussion

Wepresent a secondary analysis that investigates the effects of high-
frequency rTMS applied to the left DLPFC on different PANSS scales
among patients with schizophrenia on clozapine. Our sample consti-
tutes the largest available RCT sample of clozapine patients treated
with rTMS to date (N = 26) with the longest post-stimulation follow-
up period. Our seven rTMS vs seven sham-patients on clozapine at
day 105 are furthermore the largest sample of clozapine patients with
a DLPFC rTMS add-on in a post-stimulation follow-up observation pe-
riod. The included patients had high CGI-Scores and severe and
persisting negative symptoms despite clozapine treatment, suggesting
that this population was refractory to current clinical interventions.

In the original intention-to-treat analysis of the complete study sam-
ple, no superior effect of active rTMS compared to sham rTMS for the
primary outcome parameter (change in PANSS negative subscale over
time) or for various secondary outcome parameters (e.g. other PANSS
subscales, depression scale, global functioning) could be established
(Wobrock et al., 2015). In the here presented secondary LMM-analysis
conducted on those patients with predominant negative symptoms re-
ceiving clozapine, time × group interactions were significant in the
PANSS positive subscale, the PANSS general subscale and the PANSS
total scale, when all PANSS measurements from screening to day 105
were included. Descriptive statistics indicate that the improvement in
PANSS positive, general and total subscale was more pronounced in
the active compared to the sham rTMS group explaining the significant
interaction. The latter could not be established for the PANSS negative
subscale, consistent with our previously reported RESIS findings
(Hansbauer et al., 2018; Wobrock et al., 2015). However, between-
group post-hoc statistics did not show significant differences for any
visit due to the limited sample size. Other sham-controlled rTMS-RCTs
have included clozapine patients (Barr et al., 2012; Fitzgerald et al.,
2008; Schneider et al., 2008) and other rTMS studies focusing on the
treatment of negative symptoms had clozapine patients in the reported
samples, however, as noted earlier, the sample sizes were limited and
the effect of clozapine was not investigated in most studies.

Our results are in keeping with the small RCT from de Jesus et al.
(Rosa et al., 2007), which noted an improvement in BPRS scores follow-
ing in the active vs sham groups following 160 min of rTMS (9600
pulses) over 10 days at 90% motor threshold. In a small open trial by
D'Alfonso (N = 9) (d'Alfonso et al., 2002), seven clozapine-patients
with persistent auditory hallucinations (mean dose: 400 mg) signifi-
cantly improved after an application of 10 sessions with 1-Hz rTMS of
the left auditory cortex at 80% of the motor threshold (total stimuli: N
= 12.000) (d'Alfonso et al., 2002). However, another small (N = 11)
RCT of rTMS among patients with schizophrenia on clozapine found
no difference between active and sham groups for auditory hallucina-
tions (Rosa et al., 2007).

In a recent meta-analysis by Aleman et al., more than half of the an-
alyzed trials did not show a beneficial effect of active rTMS vs. sham
(Aleman et al., 2018) and the largest available trial was also negative
(Wobrock et al., 2015). Furthermore, protocols with high frequency



Fig. 1. The course of the four PANSS variables from screening to day 105 (FU105) in the LMM-analysis The figure represents the data for the four PANSS subscales. For PANSS positive (A)
the following group sizes (N)were used for the analyses: Verum: Screening:N=12, Baseline: N=12, Treat 0: N=12, Treat 21:N=11, FU 28:N=9, FU45: N=11, FU105:N=7; Sham:
Screening: N= 14, Baseline: N= 14, Treat 0: N= 13, Treat 21: N= 11, FU 28: N= 11, FU45: N= 10, FU105: N= 7. For PANSS negative (B) the following Nwere used for the analyses:
Verum: Screening: N= 12, Baseline: N= 12, Treat 0: N= 12, Treat 21: N= 11, FU 28: N= 9, FU45: N= 11, FU105: N= 7; Sham: Screening: N= 14, Baseline: N= 14, Treat 0: N= 13,
Treat 21: N=11, FU28: N=11, FU45:N=10, FU105: N=7. For PANSS general (C) the followingNwere used for the analyses: Verum: Screening:N=12, Baseline:N=12, Treat 0:N=
12, Treat 21: N=11, FU 28: N=9, FU45: N=10, FU105: N=7; Sham: Screening: N=14, Baseline: N=14, Treat 0: N=13, Treat 21: N=11, FU 28: N=11, FU45: N=10, FU105: N=
7. For PANSS total (D) the followingNwere used for the analyses: Verum: Screening: N=12, Baseline: N=12, Treat 0:N=12, Treat 21: N=11, FU 28: N=9, FU45:N=10, FU105: N=
7; Sham: Screening: N = 14, Baseline: N = 14, Treat 0: N = 13, Treat 21: N = 11, FU 28: N = 11, FU45: N = 10, FU105: N = 7. Error bars represents standard errors of the mean.
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stimulation containing N7500 stimuli per week at an intensity of N100%
motor threshold were estimated to be more effective than other proto-
cols (Aleman et al., 2018). In our sample, the number of stimuli was
lower than 7500 per week. Finally, younger patients with a shorter du-
ration of illness may respond better to rTMS-interventions (Aleman et
al., 2018) and our cohort of patients being treated with clozapine repre-
sents a more chronic sample.

Our preliminary finding of a potential beneficial effect on PANSS
positive subscale raises the question of a possible link between left
DLPFC stimulation and the improvement of positive symptoms. Inter-
estingly, 20 Hz rTMS-stimulation applied to the left DLPFC showed sig-
nificant improvement of BPRS scores in one small double-blind cross-
over trial by Rollnik et al. (N = 12) (Rollnik et al., 2000), whereas
three other studies with rTMS stimulation applied to the left DLPFC
showed no effect on positive symptoms (Hajak et al., 2004; Holi et al.,
2004; Sachdev et al., 2005). Our effect of left DLFPC stimulation on
PANSS positive scale is not presumed to be a direct effect, but this im-
provement of patients treated with clozapine supports the idea that
these patients were not completely resistant to biological treatments
and that the stimulation induced a more global improvement.

In current clinical practice, the treatment options for patients who
are unresponsive or poorly responsive to clozapine are limited. The ev-
idence for the effectiveness of psychopharmacological interventions for
clozapine-refractory schizophrenia is scant, with many RCTs of poor
quality (Siskind et al., 2018). Similarly psychological therapies have
shown limited or absent effectiveness (de Paiva Barretto et al., 2009;
Morrison et al., 2018). Electroconvulsive therapy as an add-on for pa-
tients on clozapine is most promising (Lally et al., 2016; Petrides et al.,
2015). Compared to ECT as clozapine add-on, rTMS as add-on is
discussed to have less side effects (Arumugham et al., 2016), whereas
the efficacy of ECT in this situation is still discussed to be the best
(Siskind et al., 2018). Notably, none of these interventions have been
credibly shown to be effective for negative symptoms.

rTMS may be an effective augmentation option for poor or non-re-
sponse to clozapine, with a low rate of side-effects, particularly for pos-
itive symptoms. However, in general the response to rTMS shows high
variability and a set of factors have been identified as a possible explana-
tion, such as age, gender, time of day, physical activity, prior history of
synaptic activity, current state of the stimulated cortex, interneuron
networks or genetics (Ridding and Ziemann, 2010). Since clozapine
treatment induces neuroplastic changes (Ahmed et al., 2008; Konradi
and Heckers, 2001; Morais et al., 2017) and specifically affects certain
cortical parameters measured via TMS and EMG-detection such as cor-
tical silent period (CSP) and short-interval cortical inhibition (SICI),
compared to other antipsychotics (Liu et al., 2009), clozapine may
prime possible rTMS responders.

The limitations of this secondary analysis of the RESIS trial are obvi-
ous: Since the analysis of the primary endpoint, negative symptoms, did
not demonstrate significant results (Wobrock et al., 2015), subsequent
secondary analyses showing a positive effect of rTMS treatment
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(notably change in PANSS total, general and positive/negative sub-
scales) should be viewed with caution due to a limitation in statistical
power as previously outlined elsewhere (Hasan et al., 2016). Second,
our sample of clozapine patients still represents a small number of
cases. Finally, our sample consists of patients with predominant nega-
tive symptoms and for this reason significant improvements in the pos-
itive subscale might be caused by non-specific effects of rTMS
treatment. Finally, the between-group comparisons were non-signifi-
cant. In the original RESIS sample, we showed a correlation between
negative and depressive symptoms (Wobrock et al., 2015), but the
here presented sample could be underpowered to detect such a rela-
tionship. However, we are aware that negative and depressive symp-
toms can overlap and the differentiation is challenging. Thus, based on
our correlation analyses we cannot rule out that parts of the reported
improvements in the shamgroup are due to an improvement in depres-
sive symptoms. For those reasons, our significant results in the LMM
analysis should be interpreted with caution. However, our findings
may encourage researchers to investigate the capacity of rTMS as an
add-on treatment to clozapine in future prospective clinical trials, espe-
cially under application of clozapine-resistance criteria (Howes et al.,
2017).

5. Conclusions

In the largest available cohort of clozapine patients with an rTMS vs.
sham intervention so far, significant time × group interactions could be
detected in the LMM analysis of the PANSS positive subscale, the PANSS
general subscale and the PANSS total scale. This re-analysis took into ac-
count data on clozapine patients with a rTMS−/sham-intervention
within a relatively long follow-up period (from screening until day
105) so that possible ongoing effects of rTMS after the 3-week interven-
tion could be investigated for the first time in a clozapine-rTMS cohort.
We could detect significant improvements in three PANSS subscales due
to high-frequency active rTMS in our LMM analysis. However, our pre-
liminary finding has to be interpretedwith caution due to a lownumber
of cases. Future prospective trials should investigate rTMS as an add-on
treatment option, especially among clozapine-resistant or ultra-treat-
ment-resistant patients with a preferably long-term follow-up period.
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